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Abstract

The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic made masks a daily wearable for personal protective equipment as a public health precaution. Traditional mask designs obscure communication by obstructing the face and muffling the voice which can make communication especially difficult for users who are deaf or hard of hearing (DHH). PokerFace uses a commodity smartphone and recycled materials to display a live-stream of a user’s mouth and nose on the mask surface. This maintains the safety precautions afforded by the mask, while mitigating the obfuscation of traditional mask designs. To compare PokerFace’s ability to facilitate communication with traditional masks, we conducted a user study with 18 participants, who played a collaborative communication game similar to charades. Participants performed better at this collaborative communication task with our prototype than with traditional masks, and even non-DHH users became aware of the importance of lip-reading and facial cues in communication due to study participation.

1. Introduction

During the COVID-19 pandemic response, masks for personal protective equipment (PPE) became a daily wearable as a public health precaution in 2020. As a result, communication and socialization was affected by regulations of social distancing and had to adjust to having the face partially obscured by masks. Besides visually obscuring a large portion of the face, traditional masks also muffle the voice of the wearer by covering their mouth with multiple layers of fabric or protective material. These difficulties are exacerbated for users who are deaf or hard of hearing (DHH) since they may rely on lip reading or facial cues to comprehend communication. Subsequently, many innovations began emerging to ameliorate the communication limitations imposed by daily mask usage. This included focusing mask design on personal expression [1], using variable materials to allow the facepiece to be transparent, or even replacing the entire cloth mask material with hard plastic to mitigate visual obstruction to the mouth and nose area. Innovation to mask design was not strictly relegated to design of the mask itself, but also included embedding masks with computation capabilities [2]. This process of imbuing computational capabilities into daily wearables proceeds from a history of ubiquitous computation including smart fabrics, e-textiles [3], and smart jewelry [4][5]. Thus, we explored the potential for the mask as a face-worn wearable embedded with computation and interactivity, as well as the capability of this design space to mitigate limitations in communication resulting from the mask form-factor.

In this paper, we present PokerFace, an interactive, mixed-reality mask which allows for face-worn interaction and expression using a commodity capacitive touch-screen device and cost-effective recyclable materials (Figure 1b, 1c, and 1d). The mask situates a smartphone in a cradle over the user’s mouth and nose, similar to a traditional mask. PokerFace uses the display of the device to live-stream a video of the wearer’s mouth and nose in real time, as well as present captions of user’s speech using a real-time speech-to-text function. Our goal with this prototype was to explore the following research questions:

- R1. How can embedding computation into
face-worn wearables support interaction?

- R2. Can augmented masks facilitate better communication for users than traditional masks?

To explore our research questions, we iteratively designed a prototype mixed-reality mask, and conducted a counterbalanced user study with 18 participants. During the user study, participants were asked to play a series of games of Guess What, a charades-like game, where users try to communicate concepts to each other using gestures and pantomime. We compared across 4 conditions: traditional masks, PokerFace prototype with video but not captions, PokerFace prototype with video and captions, and PokerFace prototype with captions but without video. Our study suggests that users are able to perform better playing this collaborative communication game with the PokerFace prototype than with traditional masks. The principal contributions of this work include:

- A prototype mixed-reality mask, called PokerFace, made using iterative design process using a commodity smartphone (Section 3)
- Evaluation of prototype PokerFace mask in a counterbalanced study examining its ability to facilitate communication (Section 4)
- Suggesting prototype applications which explore the design space of mixed-reality masks and face-worn wearables (Section 7)

While the prototype studied in this paper is not itself a practical implementation, it demonstrates the potential of exploring this design space while technologies that could make it viable are still being developed.

2. Related Work

We first examine the history of embedding computation in wearables and computationally augmenting the body (Section 2.1), before providing an overview of existing research regarding masks for PPE (Section 2.2). Finally, we examine prior work in augmenting the face with computation (Section 2.3).

2.1. Computationally Augmenting the Body

Computationally augmenting the body is a popular interdisciplinary domain of research within the field of human computer interaction because on-body embedded systems provide immediate, convenient access to information and services. Early successes of the ubiquitous computing movement imbued daily wearable garments with computation such as smartwatches and headphones [6]. Research interest in developing the capabilities of these common wearables continues through innovation in interaction [7], biosensing [8], tangibles [9] and other domains. Computational augmentation of the body also takes a wide variety of form-factors from e-textiles [3], and robotic jewelry [10]. Research into virtual, augmented, and mixed reality (XR) augmentation of the body is limited. Prior approaches incorporate displays [4] or projection [11] onto the body to enable interaction or data visualization [12]. XR work in this domain often blurs boundaries between virtual reality and augmented reality. For example, Kim, Lee and Koh incorporated a display onto the back of a virtual reality headset to provide user’s not wearing the VR headset a view of what the user in VR was seeing [13]. Previous work examined how assistive wearables [14] could support end users with hearing impairments (deaf, deafened, and hard of hearing) [15] [16] [17], cognitive impairments [18], visual impairments (such as: blindness [19] and color-blindness [20]), as well as motor impairments [21]. Wearables also present a promising venue for augmenting, restoring, or replacing human skills, abilities, and senses [22][23][24]. While this prior work is promising, little investigation has examined the potential for mixed-reality imbued masks as an interactive face-worn wearable.

2.2. Masks, PPE, and Facial Cues

Due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) implored individuals to regularly use disposable medical or reusable cloth masks when interacting in social public environments to mitigate pandemic contagion [25]. This sudden increase in mask usage also stimulated creativity and innovation and making and wearing masks for PPE [26]. Research on mask safety is ongoing with novel developments and innovations emerging at the time of this research [1]. Previous work on masks focused primarily on health considerations, material affordances, and design considerations. Given that daily garments often become the subject of embedded wearable innovation such as smartwatches and e-textiles, masks present a promising candidate as computational augmentation.

One consideration within this domain of mask design affordances is the obfuscation of the face incurred through mask usage. Prior work in the literature demonstrates that facial cues and non-verbal communication are vital to understanding verbal communication in social interactions [27]. Non-verbal communication is especially important for populations
with dementia, who are deaf or hard of hearing (DHH), or have cognitive impairments [28]. Proliferation of mask usage due to the COVID-19 pandemic has made interpersonal communication increasingly difficult, due in large part to the obstruction of facial cues by mask usage [29]. While some work has explored social and behavioral means of mitigating these obstacles to interpersonal communication, there has been little investigation of innovating mask design to better facilitate non-verbal communication [30]. Bowman et al. demonstrated through their Looking Glass prototype the potential for enriching interpersonal communication through computationally augmented wearables [31]. Computational augmentation accounting for non-verbal communication is exhibited elsewhere in computer mediated communication. Emoticons and pictographs, for example, have been demonstrated to services as non-verbal communication modalities in computer-mediated technologies, as well as other textual means of nonverbal communication [32] [33]. Given this prior literature, it is evident that further investigation into the potential for computationally augmented wearables as a means of enriching interpersonal and nonverbal communication is needed.

2.3. Augmenting the Face with Computation

Work within the realm of computationally augmenting the face is limited, and reflects many of the use cases evident in the greater field of wearables. Many face-worn computational devices provide medical services to users [34]. The face has also been investigated as a source of novel interaction capabilities, such as using the nose [35], ear [36], or tongue [37]. More closely related to our avenue of inquiry are systems which enable mixed-reality capability for face-worn wearables. Chameleon, for example, uses a large display worn over a person’s face to provide embodied telepresence interaction for a remote user [38]. The potential of this paradigm has also been studied within the realm of accessibility. Augmenting and alternative communication (AAC) systems provide services for facilitating communication interaction for users who might have difficulty producing speech or language. Feuston and Jackson, for example, used a projection mapping system to display facial expressions directly on user’s faces whom had facial paralysis, thus enabling a display of the user’s emotional affect [39]. Developments in computational masks have emerged within the research literature as well [40]. Recently, commercial products such as the C-mask, and research prototypes such as MAScreen have begun integrating speakers and LED arrays into masks to provide facilitate communication [41]. While MAScreen is able to provide a semblance of facial expression, they are abstracted and displayed using a grid of LEDs. In addition, unlike PokerFace, prior literature is unable to display captions and facial expression at the same time.

2.4. Literature Gap

To summarize, prior research highlights the potential of imbuing daily face-worn wearables with computation. We explore mixed-reality affordances to facilitate communication and mitigate the interaction barriers endemic to the mask form-factor. Building a working prototype enables investigating how it could potentially enhance communication, interaction, and collaboration and end-user reactions and feedback to the affordances presented by this design space.

3. PokerFace

To explore the potential for computationally augmented masks to better facilitate communication, we designed and implemented a mixed reality prototype mask called PokerFace. Informed by prior literature, our design accounts for the loss of facial-cue and other non-verbal communication through textual and visual mixed-reality augmentation [27]. Captions and future augmentations, in particular, present a promising medium for facilitating the non-verbal interpersonal communication obfuscated by mask form-factor [32]. Our prototype PokerFace mask uses recyclable cardboard material and a commodity smartphone to embed computation into a helmet-like mask form-factor. This design allows a live video stream of the user’s mouth to be displayed on the mask’s surface, rendering the user’s face visible while keeping it covered and sealed by the mask’s facepiece. Additionally, captioning of the user’s speech can be displayed at the bottom of the video feed in real-time.

3.1. Implementation

PokerFace supports mixed reality interactions by embedding a smartphone in the mask’s facepiece. The infrastructure of the mask was created using recycled cardboard to architect sufficient support for the smartphone, while cradling the facepiece a sufficient distance from the face (Figure 2a). Double-ply cotton cloth was then used to seal edges of the mask around the nose and chin to prevent potential leakage of particles from the mouth cavity. To accommodate the offset position of the built-in camera on the smartphone, we also used a commodity endoscopic camera which attached to the USB-C port on the smartphone (Figure
2b). To display captions, either with or without video, we used the Microsoft Teams video calling platform with its real-time speech-to-text captioning service.

Figure 2. PokerFace Prototype Sketches with Dimensions: a. front piece of mask with slot for smartphone; b. back of mask with endoscopic camera

4. User Evaluation

To understand how the PokerFace prototype facilitates communication compared with traditional masks, we recruited 18 participants for a user study. The study comprised an entrance questionnaire, a 4-condition counterbalanced evaluation of our prototype, and an exit questionnaire and interview. Our study design was reviewed and approved by our institution’s Ethics Review Board, and took place over the duration of 1 week.

4.1. Method

The 13 question online entrance questionnaire collected demographic information including age, occupation, self-described disabilities (if any), and gender, as well as surveying the user’s previous experience wearing masks for PPE. Participants were then given a virtual tutorial via video conferencing software on playing Guess What, a charades-like game for mobile devices. Guess What is played by one player, called the guesser, placing a mobile phone on their forehead while it displays a picture of a noun which has not been seen by the guesser. The other player, called the clue giver, gives clues without saying the actual word displayed to get the guesser to say the noun. Upon correctly guessing the noun, the guesser tilts the phone down to display a new word on the mobile device. Players can “pass” at any time by tilting up if the word proves to be too difficult. The number of nouns the clue giver is able to communicate to the guesser within 90 seconds is tabulated as the score. The tutorial detailed how to play the game, and a practice round where both participant and research team member were the clue giver. The study involved a series of 8 games of Guess What under 4 game conditions: traditional mask, PokerFace prototype mask with video, PokerFace prototype mask with video and captions, and PokerFace prototype mask with captions and without video. To protect the health of our participants under pandemic conditions, it was imperative that we limited the amount of mask removal and mask-changing which they performed during the study. Thus, we employed the use of a researcher as a confederate, who served as the playing partner for each participant, and was the only player to change their masks under each condition. For each of the 4 conditions, the participant’s mask did not change, wearing their personal cloth or disposable traditional mask for PPE throughout the duration of the study, while the confederate changed their masks for each of the 4 conditions. Once the confederate had changed into 1 of the 4 masks as dictated by the condition, they played 2 games of Guess What with the participant, one game where the confederate served as the guesser and the participant served as the clue giver and a second game with these roles reversed. We only allowed the participant to “pass” on any noun in a game, since the confederate became quite proficient with the game. Between conditions, the confederate changed their mask (a safe distance away) according to the next condition, and again played 2 games as before. After completing the 8 games of Guess What under 4 conditions between the participant and the confederate, participants completed an online exit questionnaire followed by an online exit interview. The exit questionnaire comprised 12 short-answer and 20 Likert Scale questions asking participants to rate their experience with various aspects of interacting with and wearing traditional masks, as well as experiences interacting with the prototype mask during the study. When possible, questions involving specific aspects of interacting with people wearing masks were repeated using the same language for both traditional masks, as well as the PokerFace prototype mask. This was done to afford a Likert scale basis of directly comparing participant experiences with these mask features. The exit questionnaire also asked 16 short-answer questions (total of 36 questions) reflecting on their experiences with the 4 mask conditions. Semi-structured exit interviews directly followed completion of the exit questionnaire, giving our researcher an opportunity to review participant’s responses to the exit questionnaire and clarify any vagueness or inquire about inconsistencies.

4.2. Participants and Data Collection

All 18 participants ranged in age from 18 to 84 and had previous experience using masks for PPE.
Study participation was strictly voluntary, taking place over a duration of approximately 90 minutes, and all participants received a $50 gratuity for their time. Eight participants (44%) identified as “woman”, eight (44%) as “man”, one (6%) as “genderqueer”, and one (6%) preferred not to say, and 2 participants identified that they are DHH. All of our participants indicated that they had previously played Guess What or similar Charades-like game. We collected quantitative data in the form of the number nouns guessed correctly per game (score). During the exit questionnaire, Likert scores on a scale of 1 to 5 were collected with 1 meaning “not at all” and 5 meaning “very much so”. Qualitative data were accumulated during both the entrance and exit questionnaire, as well as the exit interviews, and recordings of the game sessions. These participant responses were selectively reviewed by 2 members of the research team who devised an overall coding approach using a grounded theory methodology. One of these two researchers then applied this agreed-upon coding approach to the remainder of the participant responses. Qualitative responses were coded for recurring themes in participant experience interacting with the confederate under the 4 study conditions. This analysis, as well as descriptive statistical treatment of the quantitative and Likert responses are detailed below.

5. Results

We first analyze the results of our quantitative data reflecting participant overall performance interacting with various features of the PokerFace prototype versus traditional masks. Then we look at the qualitative data collected in the form of Likert results and open-ended questions from our entrance and exit questionnaires. After examining the limitations of our design approach, we proceed to a discussion of these results contextualized by the feedback provided by our participants in the exit interviews and questionnaires.

### Table 1. Descriptive statistics of performance by condition including Confederate (C), Participant (P) and Combined Confederate and Participant (CP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Dev.</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (C)</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>[4-11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (P)</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>[5-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (CP)</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>[4-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (C)</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>[7-15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (P)</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>[8-20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (CP)</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>[7-20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Captions (C)</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>[7-17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Captions (P)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>[9-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Captions (CP)</td>
<td>11.61</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>[7-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captions Only (C)</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>[6-13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captions only (P)</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>[6-15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captions (CP)</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>[6-15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. Participant Task Performance

Overall, our participants performed better at correctly guessing clues with any version of the prototype PokerFace mask compared to traditional masks (Table 1). The performance score was similar under the video without captions (mean 12.2, SD = 3.0) and video with captions condition (mean 11.6, SD = 3.2). Interestingly, participants performed better using the prototype mask with captions but without video (mean 9.5, SD = 2.4), than with traditional masks (mean 7.9, SD = 2.0). These findings suggest that the video of the mouth contributed more toward increased performance than the captions. Due to the small dataset of users (n=18), standard deviation for the reported results was rather wide (Figure 3).

5.2. Qualitative Likert Feedback

We also collected Likert scale results of participant experiences as part of our exit questionnaire. Participants were asked to rate various aspects of their experience interacting with the prototype, as well as traditional masks on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicated “not at all” and 5 indicated “very much so”. Figure 4 shows a selected subset of Likert scale questions that compare reactions to traditional masks with the prototype. Overall, participants reported that communication was easier when wearing the PokerFace mask than traditional masks, with 90% of participants reporting a score of 4 or 5. When asked this same question in regard to traditional masks, 22% of
participants reported a score of 4, with none reporting 5. Other general trends evident in the Likert results indicate that participants generally do not enjoy wearing traditional masks, with 65% reporting 2 or below when asked if they “liked wearing a traditional mask” and none reported a score of 4 or 5. This is echoed by the 78% of participants who reported that traditional masks were not fun to use (rating them a 1 or 2). In comparison, most participants also found the PokerFace mask “fun” to interact with, reporting a score of 4 or 5 for 75% of participants, and none indicating a score of 1 or 2.

5.3. Limitations of Our Results

Our 4-condition study design did not achieve the 24 participants needed for a full Latin Square counterbalanced study accounting for all possible permutations of condition ordering. Our principal concern in orchestrating our study was on the safety and health of our participants and researcher. Using a confederate as partner for all games played during the study introduces limitations to the data we collected as well as potential biases in our reported results. Since we used the same confederate across all conditions and orders, there is the potential that our confederate could improve task performance over time due to learning effects. To account for this potential bias, we conducted an analysis averaging confederate and participant performance over time per trial (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Averaged results by trial reflecting comparable performance by participants and confederate over time.

Figure 5 shows that both confederate and participant guesses remained comparable across all trials, with a slight improvement for both confederate and participant guessing over time. Note that the data also reflect that participants consistently performed better at guessing (on average) than the confederate. A similar per-condition analysis above that compared performance of participant and confederate for each condition (Figure 3) also found that the participant consistently performed better at guessing than the confederate across all conditions. These data confirm that the task remained meaningfully challenging over time, perhaps in part due to the mitigation of not allowing the confederate to pass on difficult clues. This indicates to us that influences of learning and order effects are fairly minimal. While acknowledging the limitations of our quantitative data, we emphasize that we relied on our qualitative and Likert results to understand the interaction experience with PokerFace. Furthermore, our participants were only able to reflect upon experiences interacting with the confederate wearing the prototype, and not wearing it themselves. However, given that the main benefits of the mask are experienced by those interacting with the mask wearer, and not in wearing the mask itself, reported participant experiences interacting with the mask are valuable to understand. Analysis of this is crucial to inform the design of future face-worn wearables and understand communication while wearing these devices.

6. Discussion

While general trends indicate that participants preferred the prototype mask because of its ability to better facilitate communication, these results were not unanimous. Participants indicated several social
stressors which should be considered for future XR mask designs. Users also provided feedback specifying use-cases where they thought the prototype would be useful in their work or social interactions. We discuss our prototype’s perceived effect on communication, social awkwardness and wearability, and participant-reported use case scenarios.

6.1. XR Masks and Communication

Participants overall perceived communication to be easier when interacting with the PokerFace mask than when interacting with a person wearing a traditional mask, as also corroborated by the quantitative performance results. This perceptual and quantifiable improvement to communication can be attributed to two principal affordances enabled by the prototype: facial visibility and speech captioning.

6.1.1. Face Visibility Quantitative analysis of participant performance indicated that using the PokerFace prototype mask with video tended toward better performance at the collaborative communication game. Similarly, most participants indicated that the principal benefit to communication afforded by the prototype is the ability to see their communication partner’s face. Participants reported that being able to read facial cues from the PokerFace video display was extremely helpful in understanding the wearer’s intent. “The interaction was easier and more engaging when wearing the prototype. Normally with a traditional mask I have to get closer than the 6ft minimum to hear what the other person is saying if they are a senior citizen or someone who is just soft spoken. I didn’t realize how helpful facial cues are when talking. The prototype mask was a fun way to engage with the other person and see their mouth ...without removing the mask and feeling at risk of a virus.” (p9) Face visibility was almost unanimously indicated by our participants as being incredibly helpful in communicating, with many echoing p9’s sentiment about reading facial cues. Including p9, fourteen participants (78%) volunteered that they noticed themselves reading their game partner’s lips when visible through the live video feed. While two (p17 and p18) of these participants disclosed they were DHH, the others did not, suggesting that lip and facial cue reading is a useful affordance of the mask for all users. Even when not addressing the mask directly, participants indicated desires to see other’s faces. “I’ll be glad when things go back to normal, if they ever do. I miss seeing peoples smiles without the masks.” (p12) The ability to perceive emotional cues and facial expressions was a priority among numerous participants, especially those with highly social occupations. Participants who worked as educators (p8, p9, p11, p15) expressed a need to have their and their students’ mouths be visible when teaching. Other participants who held social occupations indicated similar priorities with being able to see other people’s faces when performing their work. For example, p1 is a beauty consultant, reflected that being able to see their customer’s face was imperative for making successful suggestions, as well as their customers being able to see their smiling face to establish rapport. Furthermore, 89% of participants indicated in the exit questionnaire that the live-video feed was helpful in facilitating communication, and thus was a promising feature of our mixed-reality prototype.

6.1.2. Captions The speech-to-text captions displayed in real-time on the PokerFace screen was the second integral element in facilitating communication and improving performance in our study task. The better performance of the PokerFace mask with captions but without video condition seems to indicate an intrinsic benefit of captions independent of a live video display. All saw the potential for captions to be useful, and expressed preferences for how the captions should be displayed. Interestingly, some participants (p4, p6, p11, p12) indicated they preferred the captions without the video feed because the captions with the video were overwhelming. “I’d actually prefer [captions without video]. Only because reading body language, listening to my partners voice, reading captions as well as looking at the screen of the other phone was more than enough to play charades. Introducing video was information overload.” (p12) Other participants indicated that they found captions with video more useful because they could use the captions to confirm what was being said. Two participants (p13, p15) compared this experience to “watching movies with subtitles”. Our participants who are DHH reported the most enthusiastic support for captions in the qualitative feedback, indicating that the captions often filled-in words that the person may have missed when someone is speaking. “I sometimes don’t hear what said because the mask covers people’s mouths. So, I just nod my head like I hear them...I don’t want to be rude and say I missed something. So [seeing the captions displayed] was nice because I could check the screen if I didn’t hear [the speaker].” (p18) Both of our participants who are DHH preferred video with captions over video without captions. One DHH participant reported a reduction in stress when they stopped trying to hear the
speaker, and instead focused on reading the captions and lips of the speaker wearing PokerFace. These results indicate that captions are a promising accessibility feature for a mixed reality face-worn display.

6.2. Mask Form Factor and Social Interaction

Participants reflected a notable period of adjustment when interacting with a PokerFace mask wearer, citing a “social awkwardness” (p15) or an “uncanny valley effect” (p11) that subsided after continued interaction with the device. As mentioned above in Section 5.2, participants indicated an incongruity between their feelings of silliness when wearing a mask in public, and their feelings of silliness when others wear masks in public. When participants were asked if they would use PokerFace if available, 50% said they would. Participants who were skeptical about adopting PokerFace often held highly active, or less social positions, and their feedback reflected that the device would be less useful to them in these circumstances. When asked if they would feel silly wearing the PokerFace mask in public 50% of participants indicated that they would feel silly, while 73% of participants indicated that they would not feel silly if someone around them was wearing a PokerFace prototype mask. This reaction was contextually dependent, and even participants who anticipated feeling silly while wearing PokerFace in public, still delineated several scenarios where using the prototype in public could be beneficial. For example, several participants felt the novelty of the prototype was “fun” and would be jovial to wear to a party (p3, p4, p6, p8, p11, p12). Others identified use case scenarios where communicating may be difficult, such as trying to speak with friends at a location with substantial background noise, and thus the prototype could be beneficial for enabling communication (p1, p16, p17). These user-reported use cases, in combination with the feedback from participants who were enthusiastic about the potential of PokerFace, seem to indicate that all participants acknowledge that the device would be beneficial in facilitating communication in social circumstances.

The mask form factor became a topic of hesitation for participants as well, several of whom noted that the current prototype was “too bulky” (p8) for regular usage or “wouldn’t be able to fit in my purse” (p1). While future iterations of PokerFace could substantially reduce the overall bulkiness of its form factor, this concern from participants reflects a design priority for portability among participants. Subsequent designs of mixed reality face-worn wearables could make use of flexible displays to substantially reduce the overall size and weight of the device. Weighing the trade-off cost of portability and durability of material is a design consideration that should be incorporated into the future creation of mixed-reality masks.

7. Mixed-Reality Mask Applications

Motivated by our study results and participant feedback, we describe potential applications and interactions enabled by mixed-reality masks such as PokerFace. Many of these interactions were provided by our participants during the user study, or were indicated as potentially useful applications extracted from qualitative user feedback analysis. While some of these use cases could be enabled by a simpler, transparent mask that enabled viewing the mask-wearer’s mouth, most rely on features that could only be enabled by digitally augmenting the mask. We acknowledge that the size and form factor of the current PokerFace prototype make it impractically complex, we believe that our study demonstrates the opportunities in this design space. In light of the lightweight, bendable displays and advances in generating avatar re-enactments of bodily expressions obscured by wearable devices [[42]], we believe that a practical prototype that affords the features of PokerFace could be implemented in the near future.

A common application suggested by our participants was communication with people who are DHH. This suggestion was particularly emphatic from our two participants who are DHH. Affording lip reading and presenting live captioning could enable more fluid communication for users who may be DHH. The built-in microphone and speaker on most commodity smartphones could be used to amplify the voice of the person speaking while wearing the PokerFace prototype, overcoming the muffling effect of traditional masks. Participants who were not DHH also identified additional communication use cases with these features, indicating that widespread adoption of an accessibility device with these considerations could be possible. Several participants worked in environments which were heavily bilingual, but were not bilingual themselves, often relying on translation services. Overwhelmingly, integration of live translation into future iterations of the PokerFace prototype or other mixed-reality masks was indicated as a valuable feature by these participants working in bilingual professions. Many real-time translation services currently exist, and integration of this feature into PokerFace, combined with the live video feed, could enable a user to communicate in a foreign language while the expression of their mouth remained visible. XR Filtering such
as those used in Snapchat could enable a variety of augmented communication capabilities, from personal expression and creative pursuits, to serving as an integrated element of a costume. This use case seemed particularly popular with users who often offered whimsical applications of the prototype in their feedback. For example, p10 asked “Is there any way to make a mask with the face of Mickey Mouse smoking a fake cigarette attached to it?” Similarly, users with facial paralysis [39] could potentially benefit from having augmentation filters which facilitate exhibiting desired facial expressions or restoring facial symmetry.

8. Conclusion

The PokerFace prototype explored how a mixed reality mask could overcome communication limitations of traditional face masks that became widely used during the pandemic. Our user study explored the various features of our prototype PokerFace mask, and compared the effectiveness of these features at allowing players to communicate while playing a collaborative communication game. On average, participants performed better using any of the 3 PokerFace conditions than with traditional masks. Feedback from participants indicated preferences for various features of PokerFace, as well as suggested potential use cases. Some participants preferred to use PokerFace with captions and without live video because it mitigated communication difficulties arising from voice muffling, without inducing information overload. Participants who worked in social disciplines such as education were more enthusiastic about the potential of PokerFace, while all participants, even those skeptical of our mixed reality mask, suggested social use cases where PokerFace could be beneficial. Social situations such as communicating with a person who is DHH, in environments which are loud, or in a foreign language were all indicated as potential communication use cases which could benefit from mixed reality masks. PokerFace is a preliminary work that highlights a promising new design space that could provide practical solutions to enable and facilitate better collaboration, as well as prove fruitful ground for novel XR interactions. We believe the potential posed by integrating mixed reality into masks merits future research even beyond the use of masks during a pandemic.
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